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Mathematical logic is a subfield of mathematics exploring the applications of formal logic to mathematics. It
bears close connections to metamathematics, the foundations of mathematics, and theoretical computer
science. The unifying themes in mathematical logic include the study of the expressive power of formal
systems and the deductive power of formal proof systems.
Mathematical logic - Wikipedia
Logic (from the Ancient Greek: Î»Î¿Î³Î¹ÎºÎ®, translit. logiká¸—), originally meaning "the word" or "what is
spoken", but coming to mean "thought" or "reason", is a subject concerned with the most general laws of
truth, and is now generally held to consist of the systematic study of the form of valid inference.A valid
inference is one where there is a specific relation of logical support ...
Logic - Wikipedia
From basic logic to axiomatic Set Theory. Curiously, set theory arose in the context of sets of real numbers
related to the convergence of Fourier series...In 1829, Dirichlet had shown that a function always had a
Fourier series converging to itself, under certain sufficient conditions (he considered periodic functions with
finitely many extrema in every period and equal to the half-sum of ...
Logic and Set Theory - Numericana
Guidelines for Technical Material 2 1.2 Underlying rules for numbers and letters Listed below is a summary of
the rules for Grade 1 mode and Numeric mode as
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